Didnʼ t
ring the bell

If All Players Hit

Hit

Players receive Gems in the
order they hit the monster

#3
Hit

Player
Order

#2

If a Player Misses

Hit

Hit
Gems
Conﬁrmed? Received

The next player gets to take the Gems!

#3

Hit
#2

Hit

Player
Order

#1
#1
#1

First Hit

3 Gems

Gems
Received Oh no!

Hit
Conﬁrmed?

If you miss, you
donʼ t get any
Gems, and another
player reaps the
rewards!

First Hit

#1

Hit

Lucky!
With just one shot,
Player #2 gets ﬁve
Gems!

Miss
#2

#3

!?

#2
Second Hit

Third Hit

No matter which other
players missed, you
cannot receive Gems if
your torpedo didnʼt hit
the monster.

2panels

Ending
the Game

2panels

Example:

What happens if Player #1 and Player #2 miss,
and Player #3 hits? Player #3 gets six Gems.

Thanks!
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Here you go

Mr. Yaki-Tako

It stares out with mindless,
vacant eyes. It holds what
appears to be takoyaki, which
it uses to entice its foes.

Itʼ ll be a disaster
if it makes it ashore!

Sea Cowcumber

Instinctively charges at the
sight of anything red.
Doesnʼ t get along with Testy
Tentacles, so every meeting
between the two ends in a
glaring contest.

Rooting Ray

#3

These special symbols only take
eﬀect if a torpedo passes through
them and hits the monster.
Remember, torpedoes can never
move back towards the
battleships, even to collect extra
Gems from a Treasure Bubble!

Double Bubble

Lucky!

Doubles the number of Gems you
receive for defeating the monster!

Warp Zone

Unlucky?

Your torpedo is teleported to
the other warp zone.
Will it still hit?

And weʼ ll get
some Gems too!

We must repel
the monster
immediately!

Always positive, Rooting Ray
is constantly cheering for
someone. If encountered
during exam season, it can
be considered a lucky omen.

#2

You receive the Gems in the
bubble as a bonus reward!

For the sake of those
who live by the sea…

What,
again?

#1

Treasure Bubble Lucky!

There are no more Gems
(The player with the most
Gems is the winner)

Place a new Monster Card in the middle
of the table, and the battle begins!
When all players are ready, start the
next round.

A monster
has
appeared!

Special
Symbols

There are no more Monster
Cards remaining
(The player with the most
Gems is the winner)
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Comic : Do Your Best, Captain!

The game ends when
one of the following
conditions has been
fulﬁlled:

A player collects 15 Gems

I want one that
will give me
Gems!

Lucky!
Even though Player
#4 didnʼ t ring the
bell, they get one
Gem.

Player #4 didnʼ t ring
the bell, but their
torpedo hit the
monster.

Preparing for
the Next Round
Take the three Seaway Panels you used
and hold them face down. Each player
takes two panels at random from the
person to their right.

Oh no!
If you miss, you
donʼ t get any
Gems, and another
player reaps the
rewards!

Third Hit

#3

1 Gem

Hmm. If
youʼ re hasty
and ﬁre the
torpedo too
soon,
it can give your
opponents an
advantage…

Take it slow
and donʼ t
give up!

Second Hit

2 Gems

Sealephant

This lethargic seal creature
ﬂoats lazily in the ocean,
using its long trunk as a
water cannon.

Well yeah,
of course…

Sinister Squid

A squid sealed within an
ancient city at the bottom
of the sea. Just a glance can
cause oneʼ s sanity to
waver.

